
Kappa Kappa Psi Southwest District Council Meeting — 11 March 2014

Officer Reports

- Vice President: Allen discussed a total of 5 chapters so far signed up for MEP workshop with 

only a few spots left, CMEP project going really well with about 3 missing lesson plans, Jazz 

Band auditions had a low turnout.

- Secretary/Treasurer: Stephanie discussed finishing data collection on thesis, having 

intentions to make a timeline of goals before convention, plans or a Skype meeting with Emily  

this week to iron out SWD fundraiser details, the need to put reports from previous year on a 

different history flash drive since the most recent one went missing, plans to make a Google 

Drive folder for SWD committee documents.

- Co-Members at Large: Austin discussed recent health issues, plans to finish the scrapbook, 

plans to contribute to the blog, and an email to council with the Publications report from 

SWD Con last year with edits. Josh discussed a low submission rate for the history form thus 

far and plans to go to the WTX/NM workshop after all. 

- Governor: Toni discussed working on the hazing video supplements over spring break, its 

upcoming release, and re-posting what Erika posted on Facebook about due dates.

New Business

- Honor Jazz Band at convention might be an Honors Jazz Combo; it should get a bigger effort 

next year.

- Orange Out design to be polished by Nick Smith & produced by Custom Ink

- Music Drive going very well with hundreds of letters; needs more supplies; need to advertise

- Convention awards will be taken care of by Allen; Toni for D.O. Wiley; Josh for paper awards

- Josh, Steph, Helen staying on Thursday night for convention hotel; Austin unsure

- ETX & AR workshops went well; need to make sure we check up on alumni speakers’ plans

- Heather and Helen working on WTX/NM; they are putting it all together

Announcements

- Helen coming to UofA for CBDNA! 

- Steph is going to Seoul, South Korea in August then moving to Richmond, VA.

- Josh Skyped with Alpha Tau; they recite the Purposes verbatim at the beginning of chapter.

- Toni will sell house this month.

- Austin is still sick but more knowledgable.


